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MO¨BIUS-FLAT HYPERSURFACES IN PROJECTIVE SPACE
DANIEL J. CLARKE
Abstract. I give a theory of Mo¨bius-flat hypersurfaces in RPn, analogous
to that in conformal Sn. This unifies the classes of hypersurfaces with flat
induced conformal structure (n > 3) and a classically studied class of surfaces
(n = 3). I extend an example of Akivis–Konnov, and use polynomial conserved
quantities to characterise hypersurfaces with flat centro-affine metric among
Mo¨bius-flat hypersurfaces. Part of the theory has an obvious counterpart in
Lie sphere geometry.
1. Introduction
This paper concerns two classes of projective hypersurface. Around the late 1920’s,
Cˇech [22, 23] and Kaucky´ [16] studied a class of hypersurfaces in RPn possessing a
one-parameter family of asymptotic deformations rescaling the Darboux cubic form.
Slightly more recently, the conformal structure induced on a projective hypersurface
with non-degenerate second fundamental form (“tangentially non-degenerate” in
the language of Akivis–Konnov [1]) was studied, and in particular those that are
conformally flat.
In the realm of conformal geometry, Burstall–Calderbank [6, 3] unify conformally
flat submanifolds having flat normal bundle in conformal Sn, with Guichard and
channel surfaces by taking an integrable systems viewpoint. Furthermore, they pro-
vide a conformal approach to constant Gaussian curvature submanifolds of space-
forms. This is achieved using the concept of a polynomial conserved quantity. These
have also been used by Burstall–Santos [8] to view constant mean curvature hy-
persurfaces in spaceforms as isothermic surfaces, Quintino [18] in the context of
Willmore surfaces, and Burstall–Calderbank in their study of Guichard surfaces as
Lie applicable surfaces (private communication).
Classically, surfaces in projective space were studied [24] via solutions of the linear
system
σxx = βσy +
1
2
(V − βy)σ
σyy = γσx +
1
2
(W − γx)σ.
where x, y are asymptotic co-ordinates (we adopt here the notation of [15]). Kaucky´
[16] and Cˇech [22, 23] identified surfaces satisfying
(1) βyyy = γxxx
as possessing a one-parameter family of asymptotic deformations rescaling the Dar-
boux cubic form C.
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The condition (1) depends upon the choice of asymptotic co-ordinates, so instead
we prefer to work with the condition that there exists functions a, b so that
(2) 2βyb− βby = 2γxa− γax
and
2bx = 2γβy + βγy(3)
2ay = 2βγx + γβx(4)
Upon change of co-ordinates, the functions a, b scale as components of a quadratic
differential. We shall show how equations (2)-(4) may be expressed in terms of this
quadratic differential using a differential pairing of Calderbank–Diemer [10] in §5.4.
We will introduce a notion of projectively Mo¨bius-flat hypersurface in terms of the
existence of one-forms satisfying certain algebraic and differential conditions. In
particular, we obtain a zero-curvature formulation for conformal flatness of projec-
tive hypersurfaces.
After studying this notion in its own right, we will show that it unifies hypersurfaces
with flat asymptotic conformal structure when n > 3, and surfaces satisfying (2)-(4)
when n = 3.
In centro-affine geometry, i.e., differential geometry in a finite-dimensional vector
space, Ferapontov [15] studied hypersurfaces with flat centro-affine metric. He
showed that these hypersurfaces possess a spectral deformation. Also he found
that hypersurfaces with flat centro-affine metric satisfy (1) when n = 3, observing
that they are conformally flat (in the projective sense) when n > 3. Otherwise said,
hypersurfaces with flat centro-affine metric are projectively Mo¨bius-flat.
In this paper we will see how this fits into the framework of polynomial conserved
quantities. For surfaces, the existence of a polynomial conserved quantity may be
formulated as
Theorem 1.1. Let α be a potential for the Chebyshev covector, and suppose βxxx =
γyyy. Then the surface has flat centro-affine metric if and only if
βy = 2αxx(5)
γx = 2αyy(6)
V = 2(βαy + α
2
x)(7)
W = 2(γαx + α
2
y)(8)
1 = βγ − 4αxαy(9)
Moreover, if α is any function satisfying these equations then α is a potential for
the Chebyshev covector of a projective transform of a surface with flat centro-affine
metric.
but we will derive this from a more natural formulation that holds for m ≥ 3 also.
Thus, the main objectives of this paper are: to provide an account of Mo¨bius-flat
projective hypersurfaces analogous to that in conformal geometry, and to charac-
terise among these the hypersurfaces with flat centro-affine metric. It is evident
that the work in §§3,5 has a direct analogue for surfaces in Lie sphere geometry
using Lie’s line-sphere correspondence.
In §2 we will review the “gauge-theoretic” formalism that we use for projective and
conformal differential geometry. We will then examine the known spectral deforma-
tion to provide motivation for our definition of projectively Mo¨bius flt hypersurface
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which we introduce in §3. This is followed by two examples in §4: second-order
envelopes of quadric congruences (dealt with already by Akivis-Konnov for m > 4)
and hypersurfaces with flat centro-affine metric (dealt with by Ferapontov as men-
tioned above). We have postponed to §5 the matter of proving that our definition
in §3 unifies the two classes as claimed above. The remainder of this section and
§6 then covers the special case of surfaces, in an attempt to make all this more
concrete for readers who are used to working in the setup of equations (2)-(4).
This work is based on part of the author’s PhD thesis.
2. Notation and motivation
First we recall the gauge-theoretic setup for projective differential geometry from
[5].
Let Σ be a fixed m-manifold; in this paper we always take m ≥ 2. For a vector
space V , we use V to denote the trivial vector bundle V × Σ over Σ. This bundle
carries a trivial connection d given by dXσ := (dσ)(X) where the second d is just
the usual exterior derivative. Given a vector bundle E, we denote by C∞(Σ, E)
and Ωk(Σ, E) the spaces of sections of E and k-forms with values in E respectively.
Throughout we will identify subbundles of Rn+1 := Σ × Rn+1 with maps from Σ
into Grassmannians. More precisely, a rank k subbundle U ⊆ Rn+1 corresponds to
the (smooth) map x 7→ Ux from Σ to the Grassmannian of k-dimensional subspaces
of Rn+1, where Ux is the fibre of U over the point x. In particular let Λ be a
codimension one immersion of Σ into RPn. The contact lift is then a filtration E,
E0 = 0 ⊆ E1 = Λ ⊆ E2 = dΛ ⊆ E3 = R
n+1
where dΛ is a shorthand we use to denote the subbundle whose sections are of the
form dXσ for X ∈ C∞(Σ, TM) and σ ∈ C∞(Σ,Λ).
In this paper we will take the view that a surface is a rank (1, n) filtration E by
subbundles of Rn+1 satisfying dE1 = E2; such E we call Legendre. This induces a
filtration of the bundle of Lie algebras g := Σ× gl(Rn+1) with
g
−2
= {X ∈ g|XE2 = 0, XR
n+1 ⊆ E1}
g
−1
= {X ∈ g|XE1 = 0, XE2 ⊆ E1}
g
0
= {X ∈ g|XE1 ⊆ E1, XE2 ⊆ E2}
g
1
= {X ∈ g|XE1 ⊆ E2}
Given a metric g on Rn+1, there is a unique decomposition d = Dg + N g where
Dg is a connection satisfying Dgg = 0 and N g is a g-valued one-form whose values
are g-symmetric. These are the h and m parts respectively of d, where h := {X ∈
g|X skew for g} and m := {X ∈ g|X symmetric for g}. The following formulae are
useful for calculation:
g(Dgσ, τ) =
1
2
(g(dσ, τ) − g(σ, dτ) + dg(σ, τ))
g(N gσ, τ) =
1
2
(g(dσ, τ) + g(σ, dτ) − dg(σ, τ)),
for σ, τ ∈ C∞(Σ,Rn+1). We sayE envelopes g if E1 is null for g andN g ∈ Ω1(Σ, g0);
we say g is unimodular if the values of N g are trace-free. We will recall more on
this in §4.
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Let q be a quadric congruence in RPn. This is the same thing as a rank one
subbundle of S2(Rn+1)∗ all of whose sections are non-degenerate. There is then
a distinguished metric in this conformal class (up to constant rescaling) satisfying
trN g = 0, which we call unimodular.
Now let us see how this can help us analyse the spectral deformation associated
with (1).
We calculate
σxxy = βyσy + β(γσx +
1
2
(W − γx)σ) +
1
2
(Vy − βyy)σ +
1
2
(V − βy)σy(10)
σyyx = γxσx + γ(βσy +
1
2
(V − βy)σ) +
1
2
(Wx − γxx)σ +
1
2
(W − γx)σx.(11)
Thus,


σ
σx
σy
σxy


x
=


0 1 0 0
1
2 (V − βy) 0 β 0
0 0 0 1
1
2 (βW − βγx + Vy − βyy) βγ
1
2 (V + βy) 0




σ
σx
σy
σxy

(12)


σ
σx
σy
σxy


y
=


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1
2 (W − γx) γ 0 0
1
2 (γV − γβy +Wx − γxx)
1
2 (W + γx) βγ 0




σ
σx
σy
σxy

 .(13)
Putting ψ = (σ, σx, σy, σxy), this is of the form dψ = Aψ where A is a matrix-valued
one-form. The one-form A represents the connection d w.r.t. the frame ψ.
We now insert a spectral parameter into A by multiplying β, γ by t, and V,W by
t2 (see e.g. [15]), and call the result At. This defines a new connection according to
dtψ = Atψ. The difference dt−d between these connections is a Lie algebra-valued
one-form, which in matrix form w.r.t. the frame ψ is (At −A1)T .
Let us write this out explicitly, separating the powers of t:
∂
∂x
(At −A1)
T = (t− 1)


0 − 12βy 0 −
1
2βyy
0 0 0 0
0 β 0 12βy
0 0 0 0


+ (t2 − 1)


0 12V 0 −
1
2 (Vy − βγx)
0 0 0 βγ
0 0 0 12V
0 0 0 0


+ (t3 − 1)


0 0 0 12βW
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


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and
∂
∂y
(At −A1)
T = (t− 1)


0 0 − 12γx −
1
2γxx
0 0 γ 12γx
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


+ (t2 − 1)


0 0 12W
1
2 (Wx − γβy)
0 0 0 12W
0 0 0 βγ
0 0 0 0


+ (t3 − 1)


0 0 0 12γV
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 .
We want to describe this family dt of connections invariantly. To see how to do
this, let g be the symmetric bilinear form defined w.r.t. to the same frame as
(14) g :=


0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 βγ

 .
This is the congruence of Lie quadrics, see e.g. Sasaki [19]. A routine calculation
(assisted by the fact that it is block upper triangular and symmetric w.r.t. g) shows
that N g in matrix form is
N g =


0 − 12βy 0
1
2 (Vy − βyy + βW − 2βγx − γβx)
0 0 0 0
0 β 0 12βy
0 0 0 0

 dx
+


0 0 − 12γx
1
2 (Wx − γxx + γV − 2γβy − βγy)
0 0 γ 12γx
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 dy.
We conclude that
(15) dt = D
g + tN g + (t2 − 1)(χg + dτ) + (t3 − t)ψg,
where
χg =
1
2


0 V βγ 0
0 0 0 βγ
0 0 0 V
0 0 0 0

 dx+ 12


0 βγ W 0
0 0 0 W
0 0 0 βγ
0 0 0 0

 dy,(16)
ψg =


0 0 0 12βW
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 dx +


0 0 0 12γV
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 dy(17)
and
(18) τ =


0 0 0 12βγ
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


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It will be convenient to remove the τ . To do this, we gauge the family of connections
using the following formula derived in [6] (see also [5, §8]) from the standard right
logarithmic derivative formula: for τ ∈ C∞(Σ, g), and affine connection ∇ on g,
(19) exp(τ) · ∇ = ∇−∇τ −
1
2!
[τ,∇τ ] −
1
3!
ad2(τ)∇τ − . . . .
Now [χ, τ ] = 0, so we have exp((t2 − 1)τ) · dt = Dg + tN g +(t2− 1)χg +(t3− t)ψg.
This motivates the definition with which we begin the next section.
3. Definition and zero-curvature formulation
In this section we define Mo¨bius-flat hypersurfaces in projective space and show
that this is equivalent to the existence of a family of flat connections of a certain
form. Hence we obtain a spectral deformation.
Definition 3.1. Let E be Legendre. If there exist one-forms χg ∈ Ω1(Σ, g
−1
∩
h), ψg ∈ Ω1(Σ, g
−2
) for some enveloped metric g on Rn+1 so that
(20) dD
g
χ = RD
g
and
(21) dψg + [N g ∧ χg] = 0
then we say that (E,χ, ψ) is Mo¨bius-flat.
If such χg, ψg exist for some g, then we can find them for any enveloped g (see
§3.2). This justifies viewing them as functions depending on g.
We saw already in §2 that surfaces satisfying βyyy = γxxx are projectively Mo¨bius-
flat. We will see later in §5 that the projectively Mo¨bius-flat hypersurfaces for n > 3
are exactly the hypersurfaces with conformally flat second fundamental form.
3.1. Spectral deformation. Now let g be any enveloped metric, and suppose
χg ∈ Ω1(Σ, g
−1
∩h), ψg ∈ Ω1(Σ, g
−3
). Let us contemplate the family of connections
dgt := D
g + tN g + (t2 − 1)χg + (t3 − t)ψg. We calculate the curvature
Rd
g
t = RD
g
+ tdD
g
N g + (t2 − 1)dD
g
χg + (t3 − t)dD
g
ψg
+
t2
2
([N g ∧ N g] + (t2 − 1)2[χg ∧ χg] + (t3 − t)2[ψg ∧ ψg])
+ t(t2 − 1)[N g ∧ χg] + t(t3 − t)[N g ∧ ψg] + (t2 − 1)(t3 − t)[χg ∧ ψg])
= RD
g
+ (t2 − 1)dD
g
χg + (t3 − t)(dD
g
ψg + [N g ∧ χg])−
t2
2
RD
g
where we used the Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci equations RD
g
+ 12 [N
g ∧ N g] = 0 and
dN g = 0, and the fact that [χg ∧ χg], [N g ∧ ψg], [χg ∧ ψg] and [ψg ∧ ψg] all vanish
for algebraic reasons: the first two take values in g
−2
∩ h = 0 and the second two
take values in g
−3
= 0. We then observe that flatness of dgt for all t ∈ R is equivalent
to the equations (20),(21) above.
From this we obtain a spectral deformation. In the passive viewpoint, we replace
d with the flat connection dgt in the definition 3.1; the decomposition of d induced
by g becomes dgt = D
g
t +N
g
t where
Dgt = D
g + (t2 − 1)χg(22)
N gt = tN
g + (t3 − t)ψg.(23)
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Note that d|E1 = d
g
t |E1 so that E remains Legendre, and ψ|E1 = 0 so E still
envelopes g. Now the connection
dgst = D
g + stN g + ((st)2 − 1)χg + ((st)3 − st)ψg
= Dgt + sN
g
t + (s
2 − 1)t2χg + (s3 − s)t3ψg
is flat for all s ∈ R, so (E, t2χ, t3ψ) is Mo¨bius-flat with respect to dgt .
A gauge transformation is a section Φ ∈ C∞(Σ,Σ×GL(Rn+1)); it acts on connec-
tions by Φ·∇ := Φ◦∇◦Φ−1. In the active viewpoint, we find a gauge transformation
Φt so that Φtd
g
t = d, then the spectral deformation is ΦtE.
3.2. Gauge freedom. Sections ν of g
−1
∩ m act freely transitively on the set of
enveloped metrics by g 7→ exp(−ν)g. Equivalently, we replace d by exp(ν) ·d, which
we may compute using the gauging formula (19) from [6]. From this we see that
Dg, N g become
exp(ν) · Dg = Dg −N gν −
1
2
[ν,Dgν],
exp(ν) · N g = N g −Dgν −
1
2
ad(ν)2(N g)−
1
6
ad(ν)2(Dgν)
respectively. We calculate,
exp(tν) · dgt = d
g
t − tD
gν − t2[N g, ν]− (t3 − t)[χg, ν]
−
1
2
(t2[ν,Dgν]− t3 ad(ν)2(N g))−
1
6
t3 ad(ν)2(Dgν)
= Dg − [N g, ν]−
1
2
[ν,Dgν]
+ t
(
N g −Dgν −
1
2
ad(ν)2(N g)−
1
6
ad(ν)2(Dgν)
)
+ (t2 − 1)
(
χg − [N g, ν]−
1
2
[ν,Dgν]
)
+ (t3 − t)
(
ψg −
1
2
ad(ν)2(N g)−
1
6
(ad(ν)2(Dgν)− [χg, ν]
)
.
Using the zero-curvature formulation, this justifies the claim made in the definition
above. It also gives us a kind of ‘permutability’ theorem: gauging by tν the spectral
deformation gives the spectral deformation gauged by ν.
The Codazzi equation implies that the trace of N g is closed. Since exp(α id) ·Dg =
Dg and exp(α id) · N g = N g − (dα) id, we may assume locally, after rescaling, that
g is unimodular.
4. Examples
Before we look at our first example, let us recall some more theory from [5]. A non-
degenerate quadric in RPn is a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on Rn+1
up to rescaling, and so a map from Σ in to the space of quadrics corresponds to the
conformal class of a metric on Rn+1. Demanding that the metric be unimodular
fixes it up to constant scale (using the remark at the end of §3.2). Geometrically,
the condition that E envelopes g means that the surface and the quadric have
second-order contact, in particular the asymptotic directions of the surface and the
quadric at the point of contact coincide.
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4.1. Second-order envelope of a congruence of quadrics. Akivis–Konnov
[1] proved that a second order envelope of a one-parameter family of quadrics in
RPn+1, n ≥ 4 is conformally flat. We now extend this by showing that the envelope
is Mo¨bius-flat for all n ≥ 3.
So let g be a metric representing a congruence of quadrics enveloping Λ, and suppose
N g has co-dimension one kernel. By the Gauss-Ricci equation we have RD
g
= 0,
so Λ is Mo¨bius-flat with χg = 0 = ψg.
Burstall–Calderbank [6] showed that channel surfaces in S3 are Mo¨bius-flat, and
we have just obtained the projective version of this result.
Remark 4.1. Whenever a Mo¨bius-flat hypersurface envelopes a curved flat, the
dressing transform [21] for curved flats induces a transform of enveloped hypersur-
faces (though the result may not be immersed), as is easily seen using its gauge-
theoretic formulation [7, 3]. This serves as a partial analogue of the Eisenhart
transform [14] of Guichard and channel surfaces, and its generalisation to confor-
mally Mo¨bius-flat submanifolds (of arbitrary co-dimension) by Burstall–Calderbank
[3].
In the present situation the condition of N g having co-dimension one kernel is
preserved.
4.2. Hypersurfaces with flat centro-affine metric. Let us recall the basics of
centro-affine differential geometry (e.g. from [17, 20, 15]). If we choose a linear
subspace V ⊆ Rn+1 of dimension n, and a vector p ∈ Rn+1, then we may identify
points v ∈ V with points 〈v + p〉 of an affine hyperplane in RPn. In this way
we may view centro-affine geometry as a subgeometry of projective geometry. An
immersion r : Σ→ V is said to be centro-affine if Σ×V = dr(TΣ)⊕〈r〉. The trivial
connection d decomposes as dXY = ∇˜XY + gˆ(X,Y )r; here gˆ is a symmetric bilinear
form, the induced centro-affine metric. The difference tensor h := ∇˜ − ∇ˆ where ∇ˆ
is the Levi-Civita connection for gˆ is totally symmetric by the Codazzi equation,
and the cubic form so defined is called the centro-affine (Fubini–Pick) cubic form.
The trace of h with respect to gˆ is called the Chebyshev covector denoted by T ,
and proper affine hyperspheres are characterised by the condition T ≡ 0.
Ferapontov showed [15] that if gˆ is flat then the surface is projectively Mo¨bius-flat;
for n = 3 the proof consisted of giving β, γ, V and W in terms of a potential for
the centro-affine cubic form.
To see this in our setup, we introduce a metric g on Rn+1 adapted to the problem.
First set Λ = 〈R〉 and Λˆ = 〈Rˆ〉 with R := p+r and Rˆ := p−r. Then define (as in [4])
an enveloped metric using the Weyl structure Λ⊕ U ⊕ Λˆ with U := dr(TΣ). More
explicitly, Λ, Λˆ are null, U = (Λ ⊕ Λˆ)⊥ and g(dXR, dYR) := −g(dXdYR,R). We
also declare g(r, r) = −g(p, p) = 1 and g(p, r) = 0 (N.B. such g are not unimodular
in general). It follows that N g|Λ⊕Λˆ = 0, from which we see that for D the induced
Weyl derivative, DR = 0 = DRˆ. Now g(DgR,DgR) is the centro-affine metric, so
the induced Weyl connection DD
g
is the Levi-Civita connection ∇ˆ.
Now decompose Dg = D−β−βˆ using the Weyl structure, i.e. β ∈ Ω1(Σ, stab(Λˆ)⊥),
βˆ ∈ Ω1(Σ, stab(Λ)⊥). Since dβ = 0 (Dg is torsion free), (20) holds with χg := −βˆ.
Furthermore, the Gauss equation reads dD
g
N g− [N g ∧β]− [N g ∧ βˆ] = 0, the terms
having weight 0, 1, -1 respectively. Thus (21) holds with ψg = 0.
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Recall that we say a polynomial q in C∞(Σ,Rn+1)[t] is conserved [3] if dgt q(t) = 0
for all t ∈ R. In the present situation, Rˆ+ t2R is conserved. Indeed,
dgt (Rˆ + t
2R) = (Dg + tN g − (t2 − 1)βˆ)(Rˆ + t2R)
= (Dg + βˆ)Rˆ+ tN gRˆ+ t2(DgR− βˆRˆ)
+ t3N gR− t4βˆR = 0.
Remark 4.2. Let ρ denote the isomorphism Rn+1 → (Rn+1)∗ induced by g. Then
q ∈ Γ(Rn+1)[t] is conserved if and only if (ρq)(t) := ρ(q(−t)) is. This is because
ρ · dgt := ρ ◦ d
g
t ◦ ρ
−1 = dg−t, as connections on (R
n+1)∗.
Suppose conversely that (the contact lift of) Λ is Mo¨bius-flat and there is a quadratic
conserved quantity q(t) = Rˆ+t2R with R ∈ C∞(Σ,Λ), Λˆ := 〈Rˆ〉 null and g(R, Rˆ) >
0. We have
0 = (Dg + tN g + (t2 − 1)χg + (t3 − t)ψg)(Rˆ + t2R)
= (Dg − χg)Rˆ+ t(N g − ψg)Rˆ+ t2(DgR+ χgRˆ)
+ t3(N gR+ ψgRˆ)− t4χgR+ t5ψgR.
If we let p be the constant 12 (R + Rˆ) then the t and t
3 terms imply N gp = 0, i.e.
g(p, ·) is constant. In particular, g(p, p) and V := ker(ρq)(1) are constant; after
rescaling we may thus assume that g(p, p) = −1.
Thanks to the enveloping assumption, the condition g(N gR, Rˆ) = g(R,N gRˆ) =
−g(R,N gR) = 0 implies that N g|Λ⊕Λˆ = 0. Therefore g is the adapted metric
defined above, the t component implies that ψg = 0, and the component constant
in t implies that χg = −βˆ. Flatness of Dg − χg thus gives flatness of RD. That is
to say, the centro-affine metric is flat.
Let us consider how a hypersurface with such conserved quantity transforms under
the spectral deformation. The quantity qt(s) := q(st) is conserved when d is re-
placed by dgt . If Φt · d
g
t = d, then Φtqt is conserved for the deformed hypersurface
ΦtΛ. However there is an arbitrary choice of constant of integration in Φt, thus we
can fix things up so that Φtp = p since dp = 0. Then ΦtΛ has flat metric in the
same centro-affine subgeometry.
In fact more can be said. In the passive viewpoint, if t 6= 0 we rescale the conserved
quantity to qˆt(s) =
1
t
Rˆ + s2tR, so that g is the adapted metric. Thus the centro-
affine metric is scaled by t2 (the change in connection may be ignored since the
solder forms are the same). We already know that the cubic form is scaled by
t. So we conclude that this spectral deformation coincides with the one given by
Ferapontov [15] to characterise this class of hypersurfaces. He notes that for t = 0
one obtains a hyperplane, and this coincides with the fact in our setup that we have
a constant conserved quantity.
In §6, we will see for the surfaces case how to formulate this in the setup of (2)-(4).
5. The main theorem
Having now studied projectively Mo¨bius-flat surfaces, it is time to address the main
claim of this paper: that projectively Mo¨bius-flat surfaces are exactly the surfaces
with flat asymptotic conformal structure when m ≥ 3, and surfaces satisfying (2)-
(4) when m = 2.
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In the following subsection, we recall the tools that we shall use to analyse the
equations (20), (21).
5.1. Conformal Cartan Geometries and the BGG calculus. In the case n =
3 the projective hypersurface inherits not only a conformal structure, but also
a Mo¨bius structure in the sense of [9]. To handle this, rather than studying the
conformal structure we instead use conformal Cartan geometries. In this subsection
we recall the linear viewpoint, following [6].
Definition 5.1 ([2, 6]). A conformal Cartan connection on an m-manifold Σ is
• A rank m + 2 vector bundle V over Σ equipped with a non-degenerate
symmetric bilinear form g
• An oriented null line subbundle Λ ≤ V
• A metric connection D on V satisfying the Cartan condition that the al-
gebraic map β : TΣ → Hom(Λ,Λ⊥/Λ), X 7→ (σ 7→ (dXσ mod Λ)) is an
isomorphism.
We call this a conformal Cartan geometry if D is strongly torsion free i.e. RD|Λ = 0.
Restriction gives an isomorphism Hom(Λ,Λ⊥/Λ) ∼= h/stab(Λ), where h := so(V )
and stab(Λ) := {X ∈ so(V )|XΛ ∈ Λ}, which yields the usual identification of
h/stab(Λ) with TΣ for homogeneous spaces. With respect to the Killing form, the
dual of TΣ is stab(Λ)⊥ = {X ∈ so(V )|XΛ = 0 and XΛ⊥ ⊆ Λ}. We use this
without further remark in the sequel.
A conformal Cartan connection induces a conformal structure (i.e., a section of
S2T ∗ΣΛ−2) c given by c(X,Y )σ2 = g(DXσ,DY σ). A Weyl structure on Σ is a
choice Λˆ of null line subbundle non-orthogonal to Λ. From the induced direct-sum
decomposition of V we obtain from D, by inclusion and projection, a connection
D on Λ called the Weyl derivative, and a connection DD on TΣ called the Weyl
connection; the later is conformal and torsion free so that if Dσ = 0, σ ∈ C∞(Σ,Λ),
then it is the Levi-Civita connection for the (pseudo-)Riemannian metric cσ2.
As in [6] (and the more general theory set down in [13]), we study conformal Cartan
geometries by using concepts from Lie algebra homology, the setup of which we
now recall. For W a bundle that is fibrewise a representation of T ∗Σ, we define an
operator ∂ : Ωk+1(W )→ Ωk(W ) by
(∂α)X1,...,Xk−1 :=
∑
1≤i≤n
ǫi · αei,X1,...,Xk−1
for any choice of dual bases ǫ1, . . . , ǫn ∈ T ∗Σ and e1, . . . , en ∈ TΣ. This satisfies
∂2 = 0; the k-th homology group is written as Hk(T
∗Σ,W ). We define the quabla
operator  : Ωk(Σ,W ) → Ωk(Σ,W ) by  := dD∂ + ∂dD; this is invertible on the
image of ∂. The kernel of  contains a unique representative Πα of each homology
class [α] where Π := id−−1∂dD−dD−1∂ satisfies Π|im ∂ = 0 and ∂ ◦Π = 0. This
is Calderbank–Diemer’s description [10] of the differential lift of Cˇap et al. [13].
Each homology group Hk(T
∗Σ,W ) is a representation of stab(Λ), with stab(Λ)⊥
acting trivially. There is a unique element in stab(Λ)/stab(Λ)⊥, called the grading
element, that acts as −1 on stab(Λ)⊥, 0 on stab(Λ)/stab(Λ)⊥ and 1 on h/stab(Λ)
(c.f. [12, 11]). When this element acts as the scalar i on Hk(T
∗Σ,W ), we say that
Hk(T
∗Σ,W ) has weight i.
Calderbank–Diemer [10] defined multi-linear differential operators between homol-
ogy bundles which we shall exploit. Given a bilinear pairing ∧ : W1 × W2 →
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W3 of representations, we define ⊔ : C
∞(Σ, Hk(Σ,W1)) × C∞(Σ, H l(Σ,W1)) →
C∞(Σ, Hk+l(Σ,W3)) by [ω] ⊔ [τ ] := [Π((Πω) ∧ (Πτ))].
When D is strongly torsion free, there is a unique section Q ∈ C∞(Σ, S2T ∗M)∩im ∂
such that D − Q is normal (i.e. ∂RD−Q = 0). On a surface this means that Q is
trace-like. A conformal Cartan geometry is determined entirely (up to isomorphism)
by the conformal structure when m ≥ 3. For m = 2, one also needs to know an
additional piece of structure induced by the connection, called the Mo¨bius structure
[9, 6].
The Weyl curvature of c is W = πRD−Q where π : stab(Λ)→ stab(Λ)/stab(Λ)⊥ is
the projection; of course when m = 2, 3 this vanishes automatically for algebraic
reasons. When m = 2, 3, the Cotton-York curvature C is RD−Q. This is the
extension to the case m = 2 provided by [9].
Recall [5] that, a unimodular metric g enveloped by E is said to be in the Darboux
family when N g|E1 = 0. Given g in the Darboux family, we obtain a conformal
Cartan geometry, namely (Rn+1, g, E1,Dg). There is a unique unimodular metric
g satisfying the condition ∂N g = 0, which we call normal ; in fact this is the Lie
quadric congruence [5]. This is the conformal Cartan geometry that we shall use.
5.2. Spectral deformation. As a simple application of this, let us check that the
spectral deformation scales the Darboux cubic form. Suppose E is Mo¨bius-flat. We
work in the passive viewpoint. The solder form of Dgt is equal to that of D
g, so
the conformal structure remains unchanged. Since ∂N gt = t∂N
g +(t3− t)∂ψg = 0,
the normal unimodular metric is still g. So C, the homology class (see [5]) of N g
becomes [N gt ] = t[N
g] = tC.
5.3. The equivalence, part one. Equations (20), (21) can be reduced to a form
involving the Darboux cubic form, a quadratic differential, the Cotton-York curva-
ture, and one of the first order differential parings of Calderbank-Diemer.
To effect this, we use an analysis very similar to that in the proof of [6, Theorem
16.3].
Proposition 5.2. For m ≥ 3, E is Mo¨bius-flat if and only if it has conformally
flat second fundamental form. For m = 2, E is Mo¨bius-flat if and only if there
exists q ∈ C∞(Σ, S20T
∗Σ) with
(24) dq = C
and
(25) q ⊔ C = 0.
Here dq := dDq, independently of choice of Weyl connection.
Proof. Let g be the normal unimodular metric. Set q := χg−Q, where D = Dg−Q
is the normal connection. If Dg − χg = D − q is flat, then ∂dDq = 0, thus q is the
differential lift of its homology class. Now when m = 2, the homology H1(T
∗Σ, h)
for m = 2 has weight −2 and consists of symmetric trace-free bilinear forms so q
is a quadratic differential. When m ≥ 3, the homology has weight 0, so q vanishes.
Thus (20) is equivalent to dq = C when m = 2, and 0 = RD when m ≥ 3. Now
for m = 3 this is the same as C = 0; for m > 3 this is equivalent to the vanishing
of the Weyl curvature since RD = ΠW (using the Bianchi identity, and that D is
normal) [5].
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Since ψg is in the image of ∂, we may rewrite (21) as 0 = (id−dD
g

−1∂)[N g∧χg] =
0. Using the Codazzi equation and the Jacobi identity, dD
g
[N g ∧Q] = 0; also when
m = 2, there are no 3-forms, so similarly dD
g
[N g ∧ q] = 0. Therefore we may
rewrite (21) as Π[N g ∧ q] = 0 when m = 2, and as Π[N g ∧ Q] = 0 when m = 3.
The latter equation is in fact automatic since the homology H2(T
∗Σ,m) has weight
−2 in that case [4].
To conclude, if (E,χ, ψ) is Mo¨bius flat, then when m = 2, q satisfies the required
conditions, and when m = 3 we have that (Σ, c) is conformally-flat. Conversely, if
m = 2 and q satisfies dq = C, q ⊔ C = 0 then E is Mo¨bius-flat with χg = Q + q,
otherwise if m > 2 and (Σ, c) is conformally-flat then E is Mo¨bius-flat with χg = Q.
In either case, ψg = −1∂[N g ∧ χg]. 
This condition on q was used previously by Burstall–Calderbank to give a similar
reformulation of projective and Lie applicability (private communication).
5.4. The equivalence, part two. We are now going to see that, for the case of a
surface, equations (20) and (21) are in fact co-ordinate invariant versions of (2) and
(3),(4) respectively. To assist in these calculations, we let e1, e2 be the co-ordinate
vector fields for x, y respectively, with dual basis ǫ1, ǫ2. Also let c be conformal
structure in induced by the conformal Cartan geometry (Rn+1, g, E1,Dg). We work
with the frame (σ, σx, σy , σˆ) using σ as in §1 and σˆ = σxy −
1
2βγ.
It follows that
ǫ1 =


0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0

 , ǫ2 =


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


and that e1, e2 are parallel for D.
First let us deal with (20). For the right hand side, we need the curvature of D
which in turn comes from RD
g
and Q.
RD
g
e1,e2
= −
1
2
[N g ∧ N g]e1,e2 = −[N
g
e1
,N ge2 ] =


0 − 12βγx
1
2γβy 0
0 βγ 0 12βyγ
0 0 −βγ − 12βγx
0 0 0 0.


Thus if Q = αc, then
(dD
g
Q)e1,e2 = D
g
e1
Qe2 −D
g
e2
Qe1
= Dge1αǫ1 −D
g
e2
αǫ2
= α


−1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1

+ αxǫ1 − αyǫ2 − α


−1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


=


0 αx −αy 0
0 2α 0 −αy
0 0 −2α αx
0 0 0 0


also [Q ∧Q] = 0, so Dg −Q is normal when α = 12βγ.
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Now we take an arbitrary trace-free quadratic differential
q = aǫ1 ⊗ ǫ1 + bǫ2 ⊗ ǫ2,
and compute the exterior derivative (coupled with the Weyl connection):
(dDq)e1,e2 = De1q(e2)−De2q(e1) = De1(bǫ2)−De2(aǫ1) = bxǫ2 − ayǫ1.
So
(dq −RD
g
−Q))e1,e2 = bxǫ2 − ayǫ1 − ((−
1
2
βγx −
1
2
βxγ −
1
2
βγx)ǫ1 + (−
1
2
γβy −
1
2
βyγ +
1
2
βγy)ǫ2)
= (
1
2
βxγ + βγx − ay)ǫ1 + (−
1
2
βγy − βyγ + bx)ǫ2
and equation (20) becomes
2ay = 2βγx + βxγ
2bx = 2βyγ + βγy .
Second we attend to (21). The one-forms N g and q are the differential lifts
of their homology classes, so to compute the cup product we need to calculate
(id−dD
g

−1∂)[N g ∧ q] (c.f. the proof of Proposition 5.2). So,
[N g ∧ q]e1,e2 = [N
g
e1
, qe2 ]− [N
g
e2
, qe1 ]
=


0 0 0 − 12βyb
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 βb
0 0 0 0

−


0 βb 0 12βyb
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


−


0 0 0 − 12γxa
0 0 0 γa
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

+


0 γa 0 12γxa
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


=


0 −βb γa −βyb+ γxa
0 0 0 −γa
0 0 0 βb
0 0 0 0

 .(26)
Thus
(∂[N g ∧ q])e1,e2 =


0 0 0 −2βbǫ1 − 2γaǫ2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


and it follows that
(27) ψg := −−1∂[N g ∧ q] =


0 0 0 βbǫ1 + γaǫ2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 .
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To verify this last, we confirm that  applied to the right hand side is equal to
−∂[N g ∧ q]. We calculate
(dD
g


0 0 0 βbǫ1 + γaǫ2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

)e1,e2 = Dge1


0 0 0 γa
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

−Dge2


0 0 0 βb
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


=


0 βb −γa 0
0 0 0 γa
0 0 0 βb
0 0 0 0

 mod ∧2 E
and so
(∂dD
g


0 0 0 βbǫ1 + γaǫ2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

)e1 = ǫ2 · (dDg


0 0 0 βbǫ1 + γaǫ2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

)e2,e1
= −




0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 ,


0 βb −γa 0
0 0 0 γa
0 0 0 −βb
0 0 0 0




=


0 0 0 −2βb
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 .
The calculation for the ǫ2 component is similar.
Thus (25) becomes
(dD
g
ψ + [N g ∧ q])e1,e2 =


0 βb −γa (γa)x − (βb)y
0 0 0 γa
0 0 0 −βb
0 0 0 0

+


0 βb γa γxa− βyb
0 0 0 −γa
0 0 0 βb
0 0 0 0


=


0 0 0 −2βyb− βby + 2γxa+ γax
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


and hence (21) reads
2βyb− βby = 2γxa+ γax.
As a by product, we have proved that if equations (20), (21) hold then
χg =


0 adx+ 12βγdy
1
2βγdx+ bdy 0
0 0 0 12βγdx+ bdy
0 0 0 adx+ 12βγdy
0 0 0 0


and
ψg =


0 0 0 βbdx+ γady
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 .
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6. Polynomial conserved quantities for surfaces
Now we want to interpret the result of §4.2 about conserved quantities in terms of
the classical set-up described in the introduction.
Throughout this section, all matrices are written with respect to the frame (R,Rx, Ry, Rˆ)
for a fixed choice of asymptotic co-ordinates x, y and then σ is as in §1. Let g˜ be the
congruence of Lie quadrics. Let ν ∈ C∞(Σ, g
−1
) be such that exp(−ν)(R,Rx, Ry, Rˆ) =
eα(σ, σx, σy,−2σˆ) where α is a potential for the Chebyshev covector so that g˜ =
exp(−(ν + α id))g; write
ν =


0 12a
1
2b c
0 0 0 b
0 0 0 a
0 0 0 0

 .
We know, from §3.2, that exp((t− 1)(ν + α id)) · dgt is of the form
dt = D
g + tN g + (t2 − 1)χg + (t3 − t)ψg
and has conserved quantity
exp((t− 1)(ν + α id))(Rˆ + t2R) = e(t−1)α exp(−ν)(Rˆ + t2R + t(cR+ bRx + aRy)
+
t2
2
(
1
2
abR+
1
2
abR))
= etα(−2σˆ + t(cσ + bσx + aσy) + t
2(1 +
1
2
ab)σ).
We now gauge both the pencil of connections and the conserved quantity by exp(−tα id)
to get:
exp(−tα id) · dt = dt − dt(−tα id)
= dt + tdα id
= Dg + t(N g + dα) + (t2 − 1)χg + (t3 − t)ψg
and
−2σˆ + t(cσ + bσx + aσy) + t
2(1 +
1
2
ab)σ.
Notice (Dˆ − χˆ)Rˆ = 0 so (Dg − χg)σˆ = 0. It follows that (Dg − (χg + dτ))σxy = 0
where τ is given by (18) as above, and thus χg,ψg are given by (16),(17). Now
we unpack the conservation equation. First we work slightly more generally with
v0 ∈ C
∞(Σ,Rn+1), v1 ∈ C
∞(Σ,Λ⊥) and v2 ∈ C
∞(Σ,Λ). Separating powers of t,
we get
0 = (Dg + t(N g + dα) + (t2 − 1)χg + (t3 − t)ψg)(v0 + tv1 + t
2v2)
iff
0 = Dgv0 − χv0
0 = Dgv1 +N
gv0 + dαv0 − χv1 − ψv0
0 = Dgv2 +N
gv1 + dαv1 + χv0 − χv2 − ψv1
0 = N gv2 + dαv2 + χv1 + ψv0 − ψv2
0 = χv2 + ψv1
0 = ψv2
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which is, taking into account kernels, equivalent to
0 = Dgv1 +N
gv0 + dαv0 − χv1 − ψv0
0 = Dgv2 +N
gv1 + dαv1 + χv0
0 = dαv2 + χv1 + ψv0 − ψv2
Now we read off our case, with v0 = −2σˆ, v1 = cσ+ bσx+aσy and v2 = (1+
1
2ab)σ.
Firstly in the x direction:
0 = cxσ + cσx + bxσx +
1
2
V bσ + axσy + aσxy − 2(
1
2
(βW − βyy)σ +
1
2
βyσy)
− 2αxσˆ −
1
2
V bσ −
1
2
βγaσ − (−2)
1
2
βWσ
= (cx +
1
2
bV − βW + βyy + αxβγ −
1
2
bV −
1
2
βγa+ βW )σ
+ (c+ bx)σx + (ax − βy)σy + (a− 2αx)σxy
0 = σx + b(−
1
2
βyσ + βσy) + αxcσ + αxbσx + αxaσy − 2(
1
2
βγσx +
1
2
V σy)
= (−
1
2
βyb+ αxc)σ + (1 + αxb− βγ)σx + (bβ + αxa− V )σy
0 = αxσ + (
1
2
V b+
1
2
βγa)σ + (−2)
1
2
βWσ
= (αx +
1
2
(V b+ βγa)− βW )σ.
Secondly in the y-direction:
0 = cyσ + cσy + byσx + bσxy + ayσy +
1
2
Waσ + (−2)(
1
2
(γV − γxx)σ +
1
2
γxσx)
− 2αyσˆ − (
1
2
βγb+
1
2
Wa)σ − (−2)
1
2
γV σ
= (cy +
1
2
Wa− γV + γxx + αyβγ −
1
2
βγb−
1
2
Wa+ γV )σ
+ (by − γx)σx + (c+ ay)σy + (b− 2αy)σxy
0 = σy + a(−
1
2
γxσ + γσx) + αycσ + αybσx + αyaσy + (−2)(
1
2
Wσx +
1
2
βγσy)
= (−
1
2
γxa+ αyc)σ + (aγ + αyb −W )σx + (1 + αya− βγ)σy
0 = αyσ + (
1
2
βγb+
1
2
Wa)σ + (−2)
1
2
γV σ
= (αy +
1
2
(βγb+Wa)− γV )σ.
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This is then equivalent to:
0 = cx + βyy 0 = cy + γxx
ax = βy by = γx
a = 2αx b = 2αy
c = −ay c = −bx
αxc =
1
2
βyb αyc =
1
2
γxa
0 = 1 + αxb− βγ 0 = 1 + αya− βγ
V = βb + αxa W = aγ + αyb
0 = αx +
1
2
(V b+ βγa)− βW 0 = αy +
1
2
(βγb+Wa)− γV
which is equivalent to a = 2αx, b = 2αy, c = −2αxy together with the equations
given in Theorem 1.1
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